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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good  Afternoon.  I’m Rob Graff from the Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission, the Metropolitan Planning Organization for Greater Philadelphia.  Our region includes five PA counties: Bucks, Chester, Delaware, Montgomery, and Philadelphia.This panel is made up of myself, Mari Radford, the Community Planning Lead on Mitigation for FEMA Region 3, and Jon Lesher, a LEED Green Associate, and Principal Environmental Planner for the Montgomery County Planning Commission.We worked together to design and put on two workshops in June 2019, one in Montgomery County, and one in Bucks County, to help integrate municipal climate change concerns into county hazard mitigation plans, with a particular focus on flooding.The organization and deployment of the workshops was funded in part by a grant award from FEMA Region 3’s Cooperating Technical Partners (CTP) Program.



• Relevant 
• Engaging 
• Fun (!!) 

Hazard 
Mitigation 
Planning . . . . 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The goal of our work was to help improve the effectiveness of FEMA’s Hazard Mitigation Planning process by making it more relevant and engaging, increasing participation and raising its profile. DVRPC’s contribution to the county hazard mitigation workshops were two elements.  To increase their relevance DVRPC presented information about what is actually happening to the local climate, and how these changes increase hazards to municipalities in our region. To make them engaging and fun we incorporated a role playing exercise called the Game of Extremes. As noted, we held two all-day workshops in June 2019, in Bucks County and Montgomery County Pennsylvania. These workshops were coordinated with County planners and FEMA region three.



County Hazard Mitigation 
Planning Workshops 

• Climate Change In The Region 
• The Game Of Extremes.  
• Networking Lunch 
• Hazard Mitigation Planning Exercise 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each workshop had four parts. It opened with a presentation by DVRPC on climate change in the region. It then moved to a three-hour role-playing exercise called the game of extremes. Then we had a networking lunch. Following lunch, FEMA and county planners ran a hazard mitigation planning exercise. I’ll be discussing the DVRPC presentation and the role-playing game. Mari and John will present the FEMAand County perspective. After the session, you will be having your own networking lunch.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We opened each workshop with a half-hour discussion of the impacts of climate change in our region — increased coastal, riparian, and nuisance flooding due to more rain and sea level rise, as well as higher temperatures. 



Municipal Management in a Changing Climate 

• Overview of current and 
projected changes to the 
climate in Greater Philadelphia. 

• How these changes are 
expected to affect the region. 

• What operational changes 
municipalities might want to 
consider to best serve their 
residents and businesses in light 
of these changes.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This presentation is based on DVPRC’s Municipal Management in a Changing Climate brochure, copies of which are on the back table.  This brochure first presents an overview of current and projected changes to the climate in Greater Philadelphia.  It then explains how these changes are expected to affect the region, and what municipal managers might want to consider in adapting their operations for changing conditions.The presentation was about 30 minutes, and covered temperature, precipitation, and sea-level rise. I’ll give you some brief highlights of what we presented using temperature only.



The Region’s 
Historic Climate 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First we talked about the region’s historic climate.



Source: DVRPC chart using data accessed 24 May 2018 from www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cag/. 

Average Global Temperature: 1880–2017 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graph shows how GLOBAL temperature has changed between 1880 and last year.  There is an unmistakable upward trend. 



Source: DVRPC chart using data accessed 24 May 2018 from www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cag/. Data reflects the 
average of two regions: Southeastern PA (Climate Div.3) and Southern NJ (Climate Div.2). 

Average Regional Temperature: 1895–2017 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This same trend is shown in the temperature record for our region.



The Region’s 
Projected Climate 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also talked about historic precipitation trends.  Then we talked about the region’s projected climate.



“The forecast for Philadelphia’s future climate 
can be summed up as ‘warmer and wetter,’ but 
much of that warmth and moisture will be 
concentrated in the form of heat waves and 
heavy precipitation events (rain or snow)—
posing challenges to infrastructure, city services, 
businesses, and residents.” 

- Growing Stronger: Toward a 
Climate-Ready Philadelphia.  

Philadelphia Mayor’s Office of Sustainability and ICF International. Philadelphia, 2015. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2015, Philadelphia published Growing Stronger, a climate adaptation framework for the city.  Its summary – “Warmer and Wetter” – applies to the region, as a whole.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The average annual temperature in the region is projected to continue to rise over the remainder of the century, by about 3 F under an optimistic scenario, and by about 8 F under a – perhaps more realistic – pessimistic scenario.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graph shows on the horizontal axis the number of days over 90 (in gold), 95 (in orange), 100 (in red-orange) and 105 (in red) in four different time periods – a late 20th century historic baseline, the coming decade, mid-century, and late century.  In the pessimistic scenario, by the end of the century, the region is projected to average•  98 days per year over 90°F – more than one fourth of the year, about 4x this historic baseline.•  54 days per year over 95°F – almost two months, about 14x the baseline,•  16 days per year over 100°F – more than 60 times the baseline. •  3 days per year over 105°F



Low Temperature Above 70°F 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And there will be many more hot summer nights, making life without air conditioning increasingly unbearable. High night-time temperatures do not allow air conditioning systems to have downtime, and can result in higher cooling bills.  Hot nights have many other health and social implications as well.



Projected Climate 
Impact 



Change in Cooling Requirements 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cooling requirements are projected to more or less double by the end of the century.



Change in Heating Requirements 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But there is one piece of good news:  Heating bills are projected to decrease.  



Municipal 
Considerations 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We then talked about the wide range of considerations municipalities may need to make in managing for a changing climate.  I don’t have time to go through them in detail, so I will briefly introduce them, and encourage you to pick up the Brochure from the back table.  You’re also see there a one-pager about an on-line tool for coastal communities developed by some DVRPC colleagues.



Take Action 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The focus of the Brochure is on the actions that municipalities can take that will prepare their communities for the hotter, wetter, and stormier future.



Prepare Municipal Facilities 

• More cooling;  
less heating 

• Heavier rainfall 
• Shade is key 
• Playing surfaces 
• Times? 
• Water fountains 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Municipal facilities, including parks and outdoor recreation facilities, are a good place to start preparing.



Stormwater Systems 

• Maintain the system! 
• Slow the flow 
• Use rainfall 

projections to guide 
(re)development 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also, stormwater systems will be challenged to handle more intense rainfall.  



Transportation Facilities 

• Road, bridges, culverts 
• Appropriate 

pavements 
• Shade at transit stops 
• Shade for those 

walking and cycling 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transportation facilities need to made ready.



Municipal Service Delivery 

• Trash Collection 
• Foot Patrols 
• Organized Youth 

Summer Programs 
• Street Fairs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Delivery of some municipal services may need to be adjusted.



Employee Contracts 

• Work Rules 
• Working Hours 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The publication touches on consideration for modifying contracts for employees that work outside.



Public Trees 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It talks about the importance of trees in keeping people and buildings cool in summer, their role as part of green stormwater infrastructure, how they can serve as windbreaks to reduce both heating and cooling requirements for buildings.  And how they absorb and store carbon dioxide.The brochure contains links to resources for conducting a street tree survey, and on selecting trees for projected future conditions.



Public Health 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Climate change presents a number of public health challenges, including extreme heat and vector-borne diseases.  These require municipal attention.



Update Regulations 

• Floodplain Ordinances 
• Zoning Strategies 
• Building Codes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Municipalities can work with their county planning offices to update their floodplain ordinances, zoning strategies, and building requirement   in floodplains in light of both SLR and increased rainfall intensity.



Other Information 

• Resources for municipalities, with links 
• Link to county-level charts for projected 

changes 
• Discussion of coastal municipalities 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each section of the brochure provides a list of resources for municipalities, with links to additional information.



Role-playing 
Exercise 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Following the presentation, we moved to a role playing exercise to engage the workshop participants in thinking about how to address one of these impacts – increased flooding.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Game of Extremes, developed by the Urban Sustainability Directors’ Network, uses the fictional municipality of Muggytown, a waterfront community that is seeing the impacts of climate change – particularly increased flooding due to SLR and increased precipitation. Muggytown’s leaders must decide how to invest its limited resources to protect community assets.There are nineteen defined assets: a power plant, wastewater treatment plant, water treatment plant, senior center, hospital, fire and police services center, day care center, a public housing development, the high income housing development, transportation hub, light rail transit line, roadways, rural areas, parks/green space/trees, public schools, a Riverwalk, a stadium, wetlands, and a dam.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each asset is described in detail on a two-sided card.Participants are divided into teams of ten, and each team member is assigned a specified role.  They adopt a new name, and take on the identity described in detail on two-sided card. There is a public health department representative, transportation planner, an emergency management and preparedness director, the town's Mayor, water and wastewater treatment plant manager, Burns estate neighborhood association president, the power plant general manager, the president of the local environmental organization, and a representative of the Chamber of Commerce.Teams are randomly assigned one of three scenarios with a planning horizon of either 2030 or 2050, which specifies an amount of increased flooding due to sea level rise and increased precipitation. Each municipality is given a budget ranging from $5-$14 million to protect their assets from flooding.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have run this exercise four times, and each time, people get deeply engaged in their role . . . .



Presenter
Presentation Notes
 . . . as they struggle to work against time with a limited budget to protect their town’s assets.











Presenter
Presentation Notes
After three hours of deep engagement, teams report out on their often contentious discussions and decisions.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
With The Game of Extremes completed, we had lunch.  Following that, FEMA and county staff led the group through a hazard mitigation planning workshop.  These will be discussed by my colleagues Mari Radford from FEMA and Jon Lesher from Montgomery County. One of the great things about The Game of Extremes is it requires all the players involved in Hazard Mitigation Planning – police, planners, public works, township supervisors, business people – to take on roles with which they might not be familiar, and helps everybody better understand the many factors that need to be considered in putting together a successful hazard mitigation plan.



Selected Resources 
www.dvrpc.org/EnergyClimate 

 
Urban Sustainability Directors’ Network: 
• https://tinyurl.com/GameOfExtremes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Please visit DVRPC’s web site for more information on our work.Detailed materials and instructions on the Game of Extremes are downloadable for your use on the USDN web site.



 
 

Motivating Action Using Your Local Hazard 
Mitigation Plan 

 Mari Radford, Community Planning Lead, FEMA Region III 
Mari.radford@fema.dhs.gov 
October  2019 
  
  

mailto:Mari.radford@fema.dhs.gov
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Your Local Hazard Mitigation Plan 
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Connecting to the Hazard Mitigation Planning Cycle 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All local Hazard Mitigation plans are updated every five years and supported by the PEMA Planner (Ernie Szabo).  The planning wheel above, helps define what you should be doing during that 5-year cycle. Remember, the Montgomery County Local HMP will expire4/15/2023.  Let’s walk back and talk about what should be occurring in each year of this cycle:Year 1 – make sure that all participants adopt the plan and put on the calendar an annual reviewYear 2 – This is where your plan is right now:  You should start tracking progress on projects and pursuing the actions identified in the planYear 3 – Apply for grant funds for the next plan update NOW.  We have seen a lag between application and award and don’t want your plan to expire (more about that in a minute).  As you are writing your application, review the comments you received from FEMA and PEMA  to help focus where you need to make improvements.  Year 4 – Begin the planning process again; build your planning team and bigger stakeholder team from earlier participants and new voices.  Review your current plan so you are familiar with it.Year 5 – Finalize the hazard assessment and develop mitigation strategies and actions that support it.  Build in enough time to send the draft to PEMA for review (30 days) and then FEMA (45 days) prior to any final editing, approval and adoption.
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How to Motivate Change 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of course we want to save lives and property from damage – but what really gets people’s attention is money.National Institute of Building Sciences 2018 studyThis is federal savings only and not reflective of jobs saved, businesses that stay open and houses that stay out of forclosure because of the communities ability to bounce back faster.
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Credit Rating Impacts 

▸ Moody’s and Standard & 
Poor are looking at risk and 
resilience in a new way 
• Climate change will increase 

US exposure and vulnerability 
to hazards 

• Negative economic effects will 
vary by region 

• Moody’s is looking at credit 
risks 

• Local, state, and federal tools 
for response and recovery can 
enhance resilience 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You have probably heard by now that the bond rating agencies are now looking at a community’s resilience as part of their ability to borrow money.  And guess where they are looking for data – local Hazard Mitigation Plans!We have been emphasizing examining new hazards and “future conditions” in plans as an opportunity to increase local resilience to a range of factors such as severe heat, changes in precipitation patterns, and rising sea levels.  And while the negative economic effects of climate change vary by region, the extraordinary number of federally and locally declared disasters show that the financial impacts of flood, fire and earthquakes are not getting less.So companies like Moody’s and Standard and Poors are building credit risks resulting from climate change into their approach to analyzing key credit factors.  For instance Moody’s specifically looks at structures in the SFHA.  Standard and Poors is quoted as saying “risks that can impair an issuer's ability to repay debt is indifferent as to its root cause.”  They recognize that while the effects of climate change are not certain, but that there will be an increased financial impact.I mentioned in my Planning Wheel slide that you need to build enough time into the plan update so it does not expire.  In addition to not being eligible for FEMA Hazard Mitigation Assistance post disaster, you may also jeopardize your overall credit rating.  If the rating companies are looking at overall community resilience -  then the ability to draft and adopt a plan in a timely manner will surely be a factor.
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Types of Mitigation Actions 
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FEMA Mitigation Grant Funding 

 
FEMA offers grants to State and local governments 
to support mitigation projects 
▸Specific funding availability may vary from year to 
year, and some program verification may be 
required 
▸Flood and Drought Resistant Mitigation Activities 
now supported 
▸Types of grants: 
•Hazard Mitigation Grant Program (HMGP) 
•Pre-Disaster Mitigation (PDM)  
- Including Advance Assistance 
•Flood Mitigation Assistance (FMA) 
 
Coming Soon…. 

Disaster Recovery Reform Act of 2018  BRIC 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hazard Mitigation Grant Program (HMGP)Post disasterAll hazardsCan be used for plans and projectsNon Federal share is 25%Applications generally due to state 12 months after a declarationHaving “shovel ready” projects identified in your Hazard Mitigation Plan will speed up eligibility and project developmentPre-Disaster Mitigation (PDM)Awarded annually without a declarationAll hazardsCan be used for plans and projectsNon Federal share is 25%Application window is usually early summer and closing in fall (90 days) in 2018 it opened 10/1 and will close in JanuaryNOW AVAILABLE: Advance Assistance (up to 200K) to develop mitigation strategies and collect data to support prioritization.Flood Mitigation Assistance (FMA)- Awarded annually without a declarationFlood Hazard onlyFlood related plans and projects onlyMust carry NFIP flood insuranceNon Federal share ranges from 0 – 25% (SRL are 0%, RL is 10%, Plans are 25%)Application window is the same as PDMYou may also have heard of recent legislation entitled the Disaster Recovery Reform Act which has over 50 provisions that impact how we deliver disaster relief, and includes additional funding for the new Hazard Mitigation Grant Program for Resilience (Section 1235a): Ensures Hazard Mitigation Grant Program funding increases resilience to future damage, hardship, loss or suffering.  Our headquarters is still figuring out exactly how this program will roll out in 2019 (with set asides for each state and possibly a competitive pool as well).  Stay tuned but having those shovel ready projects identified will help you get a leg up on the application process.
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Other FEMA Resources 

There are many FEMA programs that 
help fund mitigation projects 
 Public Assistance (PA)Section 406 

Mitigation 
  Emergency Management Performance Grant 

(EMPG) 
 Increased Cost of Compliance(ICC) under 

the NFIP 
 National Disaster Recovery Framework 
 High Hazard Potential Dam Grant Program 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Public Assistance (404 and 406 funds) are available post disaster declarationThe Emergency Management Performance Grant (EMPG) is granted to the Commonwealth to support local EMAs and similar programming.Increased Cost of Compliance is available to National Flood Insurance policy holders who are substantially damaged by flooding, located in the floodplain and are not compliant with current floodplain codes.  It provides up to $30K to bring the structure into compliance Under the National Disaster Recovery Framework, Community Planning and Capacity Building specialists are available in each region to deploy post disaster but also charged with helping communities pull together resources and identify priorities BEFORE an event.We also fund a Dam Safety program in Pennsylvania.
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Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Hazard Mitigation Plan was adopted in October 2018 and was amended in July 2019.  It expires on October 09 2023.It contains the state’s Hazard Identification and Risk Assessment, capabilities, priorities for mitigation and funding resources.  If you haven’t looked at it – its worth exploring to better understand how Montgomery County fits into the grand scheme.  The state is also pursuing Enhanced Plan status which will bring an additional 5% of HMGP funds post disaster.As you are probably aware, the state creates their own priorities for FEMA grant money.  While we review project proposals for compliance – PA racks and stacks projects to meet their own priorities. Be listening for more engagement from PEMA on opportunities to leverage 406 grant money for public infrastructure which encourages building back stronger (a “one and done” approach) vs building back exactly as it was before.
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Local Funding 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what are your local priorities?  One of the first places you should look is your Hazard Mitigation Plan.  If it was well integrated with other planning mechanisms in your community you should be able to identify projects that will meet multiple goals and may be eligible for multiple sources of funding.  Think creatively and consider some of these options :Local revenue such as bonds or taxesTax creditsGrantsLoansTechnical AssistanceIn kind services and materials (for the local match)
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Plan Integration 
 Integrate plan goals with other 

community objectives 
 Use the risk assessment to 

inform plans and policies 
 Implement mitigation actions 

through existing mechanisms 

 
Local 

Planning 

Hazard 
Mitigation  

Resilient 
Community 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Look for opportunities to integrate your local HMP with other planning mechanisms such as transportation, economic development, land use, and emergency action plans.  Break down the silos that surround these conversations and you will find more funding avenues and political will to back your plans.
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Annual Local Hazard Mitigation Plan Reviews 

 Are Important! 
 Not prescriptive in format 

 Answer the questions: 

1. What have you accomplished this year? 

2. What have been the challenges? 

3. Do you have new priorities? 

4. What training or technical assistance do you need? 

5. Identify urgent needs. 
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Upcoming FEMA Region III Coffee Breaks  

 
 October 30, 2019:  Integrating EPA Programs and Hazard Mitigation 

Planning 

 January 15, 2019: Incorporating Historic and Cultural Resources in 
Your Hazard Mitigation Plan 

 

To register, please follow the link to: 

https://femaregion3coffeebreaks.eventbrite.com 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and FEMA have launched a new partnership to collaborate on projects, such as Green Infrastructure Planning, Green Infrastructure Workshops, and integrating Watershed Plans with local Hazard Mitigation Planning. Join us as we discuss the shared goals of these programs as well as new funding opportunities available at the local level.We also have a Resilience Report Newsletter that we send out quarterly- most recent one went out a couple weeks ago.  Please email FEMA or CERC if you’d like to be added to the distribution list.

https://femaregion3coffeebreaks.eventbrite.com/
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Resilience Report 

 

 

  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also have a Resilience Report Newsletter that we send out quarterly- the next will be sent at the end of this month.  It always features best practices, trainings, interesting projects and people who are making a difference in the world of resilience.  And if you know of a good story idea – share it please! Please email me or give me your business card if you’d like to be added to the distribution list.
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Engaging Early and Often is Critical 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Human beings learn and relate to things emotionally, with storytelling, and so on. Keeping this in mind helps to remember that collaboration, showing/not telling, and leading with "why we should care", and then reinforced by the data/facts has been shown to help bridge gaps in understanding. The Resilience Workshops intend to harness these concepts to advance action.Advancing action requires us to define and personalize risk, to help people understand the consequences of risk, demonstrate what resilience looks like, identify and reduce barriers, promote self-efficacy, and sell success and normalize resilience as the default desired state. Action requires:Risk awarenessLocal champions that have (or have the potential to build) fiscal, administrative, and technical capabilitiesLong-term, meaningful investment in relationships.Additional risk communication and community engagement is needed to shift The Risk MAP conversation from a risk-only discussion about the need to buy insurance toward one that values risk reduction through mitigation actions.Visual messages and materials are needed for communities to use – these materials are needed to promote mitigation within their organizations and to external stakeholders.



J O N  L E S H E R ,  L E E D  G R E E N  A S S O C I A T E  

P R I N C I P A L  E N V I R O N M E N T A L  P L A N N E R  
1 0 . 2 1 . 2 0 1 9  

Montgomery County Hazard 
Mitigation Planning Workshop: 
Lessons Learned 



County hazard mitigation plan requirements  

 Disaster Mitigation Act passed in 2000 
 Requires plan adoption by all municipalities 
 Plans linked to future federal disaster relief grants 

and loans 
 Plans must be updated each 5 years 
 Annual review meetings are required 

 



Who am I? 

 Jon Lesher, Principal Environmental Planner 
 Stormwater, sustainability & resiliency planning 

 I am not Mike Stokes 
 
 
 
 

 The county is prepared to undertake the next plan update 
 It will be a team effort 
 Drew Shaw, Environmental Planning Section Chief 
 Donna Fabry, Senior Open Space Planner 
 Municipal and state partners (FEMA, PEMA, DVRPC, and others) 



2019 Annual Meeting 

 Annual review meeting 
 Annual meetings are required 
 A chance to collaborate and network as Montgomery County 

moves toward the next update 
 Especially the Planning Commission networking with 

municipalities 
 Managers, EMAs, elected officials, staff, etc.   

 An opportunity to work towards implementation 
 What has Montgomery County done? 
 What would Montgomery County like to do? 
 What challenges is Montgomery County facing? 
 How does Montgomery County overcome those challenges? 
 



Lessons Learned 

 Game of Extremes 
 As a planner, was skeptical at first 
 Underestimated the audience 

 Hazard mitigation types are used to table-top simulations 
 The “game” was engaging on a number of levels 

 Planners see it as  
     a useful tool 



Lessons Learned 

 The county’s primary challenge is coordination and 
communication… 

 Not necessarily with our stakeholders, but with ourselves 
 The Mitigation Action Plan calls for county coordination 

between 
 Planning Commission 
 Public Safety Department 
 Health Department 
 Communications Department 
 County Commissioners 
 Roads and Bridges Division 
 Infrastructure and Assets Department 
 Montgomery County Conservation District 



Lessons Learned 

 Awareness 
 Plan is posted on county website and link has been sent to 

stakeholders 
 Ready MontCo Safer using the Everbridge system app  
 Montgomery County Citizen Corps 
 Code Red & Blue warnings 
 Annual meetings and finding ways to connect hazard 

mitigation planning to other efforts 
 Stormwater, Resiliency, Sustainability, etc. 



Next steps 

 Grant funding application 
 2020 Annual review meeting 
 Look to maximize effort and efficiency 
 Make it as useful of a tool as possible 
 Climate change planning? 

 
 
 
Jon Lesher, Principal Environmental Planner 
jlesher@montcopa.org 
610.278.3750 
 

mailto:jlesher@montcopa.org


Questions? 
Discussion 

Rob Graff – rgraff@dvrpc.org  
Mari Radford -mari.radford@fema.dhs.gov  

Jon Lesher -  JLesher@montcopa.org  
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